Statement : JETHONI: Jesper Thomas. Danish Pyramid & Climate Artist.
My passion for Pyramids:
My passion for Pyramids started in my youth, when I discovered the form of
the triangle in the shape of the logo of my athletics club and; I never looked
back. The road was open and this search initiated me into the world of the
Pyramids, in countries like Peru, Mexico, Egypt and Italy. Each one of them
telling stories of myths and mysteries I need to solve, write about, paint and
otherwise turn into art and art projects. I am the only Danish artist to paint
Pyramids. No other Danish artist has pursued the fascinating triangle form of
Pyramids as I have. I am a Pyramid artist in my soul. It is my Passion and Life!
About Painting:
Painting makes me intensively happy, challenges me, and gives me peace and
satisfaction. I find my inspiration through literature, nature, my daily thoughts,
colours, philosophy, opinions, poetry and in my dreams and joy.
My inner universe is expressed through the process of painting on canvas. I
paint with acrylic and oilpaints. using brushes, spatulas, cloths and the fingers
in an intense creative process. Work on my subjects takes anything from
between 20 and 100 sessions. When I paint, my thoughts are a sublime
process, which induces creativity and poetry within me. My abstractions are
therefore often expressive, but can also be non-figurative, cubistic or even
figurative. I feel free and love using colours, that goes right into the soul.
Painting is a serious business! Feel free to wonder!

My novel Project:
My intimate knowledge of the Egyptian Pyramids is transformed into the novel
" In the shadow of the Pyramids", an easily read work which offers insight into
the history of Egypt, experienced through the eyes of the young boy Tut-it, his
upbringing and wonderous adventures.

Lectures:
My knowledge of the countries of the Pyramids comes to fruition when giving
lectures about these countries. I have done lectures on magical Mexico, and
the Pyramids and the Incas of Peru, inspiring Italy and also naturally ancient
Egypt.
Art Salon:
My newest project at my gallery is hosting Artist Talk & Conversation Salons,
where curious and positive people like to meet, exchanging views on carefully
chosen topics such as art, climate change, Pyramids, positive energy,
travelling, or even how to decorate your home or office using art and colours.
Climate change:
As an artist I´m driven by enthusiasm, and creation of new ideas. Some of
these ideas turns into Projects connecting art and current topics like my latest
project: "Jethoni-Project, Please Protect our Planet". In this project I use art in
order to articulate, the consequences of climate change by creating collages
made from garbage collected in the local area. The campaign for a clean
environment is vital, and my burning desire is that this project brings insight
and awareness, to people, and to show that it is possible to make a difference
to climate change every day, by protecting nature on our planet. I have made
initiatives for garbage collecting events in my local area, and this way
succeeded in creating a network of citizens, politicians and corporations. I hope
my project will expand, both locally and - globally. We must make positive
and much-needed changes for the future.

The Pyramid:
My ultimate dream and final goal is the building of a Pyramid which creates
positive energy, located somewhere in Denmark, hopefully in a local area
around Svenstrup near Korsør, where I live; or my hometown Slagelse, not far
from Copenhagen. The extreme satisfaction of reaching your goal, must be the
explanation for the way you live your life. It means everything to me to see
the fulfillment of this project. To make this dream come true is the biggest
challenge, I have faced. My work as an artist is a very serious business indeed.
Please don´t hesitate to contact me for any queries or support you may need:
Mail: Jethoni@jethoni.dk

